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Two new musical adventures in Asia for Thierry Huillet in June 2010 :
- The publication, by the first French musical edition company, Leduc editions ,
of « Seven
Seven Haïku » for solo piano . This new work was commissioned
by the 2011 Epinal International Piano Competition .
This musical cycle, with delicate Japanese colors, will be the compulsory work
at the Final recital stage of the Competition. The best performer will receive
the SACEM Prize .
The reference of the score at Alphonse Leduc editions is AL 30515.
http://www.alphonseleduc.com/FR/nouveautes.php?instrument=&compositeur=huillet&titre=&cotage=&valider=valider&page=1
http://www.alphonseleduc.com/FR/nouveautes.php?instrument=&compositeur=huillet&titre=&cotage=&valider=valider&page=1

- A successful event : « Operation : Carni
Carnivals » , in the prestigious Festival
« Croisements » , organized by l’Ambassade de France en Chine .
During the greatest French festival abroad,Thierry Huillet, piano, and Clara Cernat,
violin, worked together with eight Chinese musicians from Chongqing (34 million
inhabitants), featuring the « Carnaval des Animaux » by SaintSaint-Saëns
and the « Carnaval de la Forêt » by Thierry Huillet .
This exciting project, organized by l’Alliance Française de Chongqing ,
did captivate both the musicians and the Chinese audience.
Speaking about Asia, Thierry Huillet’s last concerts in Japa
Japan (December 2009)
And Vietnam ( January 2010) with Clara Cernat won a great success. Two works also
made a deep impression at the concert « Thierry Huillet’s travel notebook » : « Yuan Fen » ,
string quartet with Chinese inspiration and « Seventeen Haïku » for cello and piano ,
the first cycle of Japanese poems painted in music by Thierry Huillet.
« The musical speech, sometimes complex and elaborate, remains immediately and instinctively approachable, directly
speaking to both the mind and the sensitivity. Each work has its specificity, its own color and light. China, illustrated
by a string quartet, « Yuan Fen », exudes a poetic serenity of a fascinating beauty. In his « Seventeen Haïku »
for cello and piano, Thierry Huillet reaches impalpable feelings. Each of these miniatures is a concentrate of poetry
and evokes an atmosphere which perfectly merges with the poems. The elements are evoked with the skill and delicacy
of a painter. »
Serge Chauzy, www.classictoulouse.com
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